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What can we learn from
multi-D simulations anyways?

Differential rotation and the solar dynamo. (a) Helioseismically determined differential rotation profile for the Sun, showing the best determination to date
of the internal angular velocity Ω profile (Thompson 2009), with fast (red) equator and
slow (blue) poles. Two layers of radial shear are prominently visible, one near the surface and one at the interface between the convection zone and the radiative interior.
This deeper layer, the tachocline, may be the seat of the global solar dynamo. (b) Sketch
of processes likely at work in the solar dynamo. In interface dynamo models, magnetic
fields in the convection zone are wound up by helical convective flows
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Personal views
• Simulations lie
• Sometimes you can catch them
• Sometimes you can’t
• So what do we do?

Some ways we can be wrong…
• Errors of numerics
- you’re solving the problem wrong on a
computer; this one we can catch

• Errors of approximation/model
- you’re solving a different problem than
the real one (deliberately, or not)

• Errors of application
- you’re not solving the problem you think
that you’re solving (this one’s nasty…)

Errors of numerics
Here is a 2-D simulation of
something. The mistake
made is that the resolution is
too low. Under-resolution
can do a lot of things; most
of them don’t obey physics.
This is a spectral code, so
when problems happen,
they’re O(1). That’s a feature.
If you don’t catch them, the
sim may continue, but it’s no
good any more.

Errors of approximation/model
Now you’re changing the simulation. Maybe
you’re doing 2-D rather than 3-D. Or maybe
you’re solving a different set of equations
(e.g., Boussinesq) rather than the real ones
(e.g., fully compressible). Or you’re in the
wrong geometry. This can be fine.
Or not.
But it’s a choice. And we can all discuss
choices like civilized people.

An example:
different models for low Mach flows
r·u =

0

Boussinesq
(incompressible ow & buoyancy)

r·u =

u · r ln

r·u =

u · r ln P0
1 (P0 , )

0

Anelastic
(adds strati cation)
Generalized PI
(adds nite amplitude
thermal perturbations;
generalizes EOS)
Fully compressible
(the real deal)
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(Brown, Vasil & Zweibel 2012; Vasil, Lecoanet, Brown, Wood & Zweibel 2013)

Strati ed, fully compressible convection
Both of these are 2-d.
There are some shared
similarities, and some
di erences. That may
or may not matter.

Non-strati ed, boussinesq convection

If you’re careful,
you can learn from
either of these.

fi

fi
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Inside our Sun: mysteries on the large scales
(Mike Thompson)
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• Why does the interior of the Sun rotate like it does?
• The NSSL is MRI unstable; what does that mean?
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coupling from rst principles
• now achieving cyclic behavior
buoyant magnetic structures
Computationally expensiv
Solar parameters well out of reac
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Solar Dynamo Models
some history
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Properties of deep solar convection
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History
•

Gilman and Glatzmaier develop the rst 3-D, spherical,
global solar dynamo models (1980’s). Boussinesq turned to
anelastic, and Glatzmaier 1985 got anelastic dynamos.

•

Resolutions were low,
dynamics were limited,
di erential rotation was
solar-like.

(Mike Thompson)

Differential rotation and the sol
mined differential rotation profile for the Sun,
of the internal angular velocity Ω profile (Thom
slow (blue) poles. Two layers of radial shear ar
face and one at the interface between the conv
(Glatzmaier 1985)
This deeper layer, the tachocline, may be the sea
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History
•

In the 2000’s, Juri Toomre lead a re-building of anelastic spherical
codes for modern computers. The ASH mob was born.

History
ASH simulations of the Sun took o . First dynamo results
(Brun, Miesch & Toomre 2004) lead to attempts to dial in the
solar di erential rotation (Miesch, Brun & Toomre 2006) guided
by thermal wind theory by Rempel (2005). Resolutions were
middling, time evolution was longish.
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(Miesch et al 2006)
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•

History
Access to bigger computers meant bigger sims. Miesch et al (2008)
was a high point (~10003). Everything seemed ne. Sort of.
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•

History
•

At the same time, a bunch of (at the time) grad students started
studying lots of other stars.

-

Matt Browning: core convection in A-type stars, then M-dwarfs
Ben Brown: rapidly rotating G-type stars
Nick Featherstone: A-type stars with super-equipartition dynamos
Kyle Augustson: F-type stars, then the Sun, then O & B-type stars
Nick Nelson: G-type stars with fancy approaches to turbulence
Jerome Ballot: young solar stars with deep CZs
Laurene Jouve: magnetic ux ropes, babcock-leighton dynamos

fl

It was a bit of an industry. We learned lots of things.
Some of those still hold true.

Observational Predictions
Stellar Simulations
Convection
in from
G-type
stars

(Brown et al. 2008)
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Differential Rotation in Other Stars
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Stars of different masses, built
off MESA structure models.

These models were attempting to be
di erent stars, and to do it with
“no free parameters” by using stellar
structures, observed rotation rates, etc.
Rossby scaling

Convection zone dynamos with reversals

This is one of many such
“solar-like” dynamos
(e.g., Nelson et al 2013,
Augustson et al 2014)

Shortly
before

During
reversal

positive
negative
Long after
(Brown et al. 2011)

Ro ~ 0.25

Lower Rossby numbers
leads to hemispheric states
In shell-dynamos, we nd globally-organized
magnetic elds (and reversals) in lots of
simulations that are at low values of the
Rossby number. With or without tachoclines*.
Ro ~ 0.13

fi

fi

This leaves a few very interesting questions:
1) what’s the Rossby number of the Sun?
2) What do you get if you really get rid of
the tachocline*?
3) If the tachocline isn’t doing anything,
what about the other shear layer (NSSL)?

Wait… are these actually different stars?

Back at the Sun:
The problem of Anti-Solar DR

m/s
5

Here a convective ASH sim at solar parameters
(solar luminosity, solar rotation rate, etc.)
has distinct anti-solar differential rotation.
This is an extremely robust result.

Anti-Solar DR: ubiquitous problem
Solar-like

Low resolution
early sims

Anti-Solar
Sun

Persists in dynamo solutions
(e.g., Brown 2009; Featherstone & Miesch 2015)

When we learned we had a problem

We got real lucky here. This is an O(1) disagreement.
Figure 1.3 — Differential rotation and the solar dyna
You can’t just sweep mined
thisdifferential
under rotation
the rug.
profile for the Sun, showing

of the internal angular velocity Ω profile (Thompson 20
slow (blue) poles. Two layers of radial shear are promi
Our problem is that we thoughtface
weandwere
simulating
the
Sun.
one at the interface between the convection
This deeper layer, theparameters
tachocline, may be the
seat of the
But we weren’t. We got the non-dimensional
wrong.

So what can we do?
Simulations are a thing unto themselves.
At their best, they test our ideas, make
us stop and think, and suggest new
experiments or ways things work.

Studies of fundamental physical processes
•

CU students or postdocs

Heat transport in fully compressible, strati ed convection behaves
like well-studied Rayleigh-Bénard (incompressible) convection.
Anders & Brown 2017, “Convective heat transport in strati ed atmospheres at low and high Mach number”, PRF

•

Disequilibrium chemical transport in planetary tropospheres can be
described by a simple model; it’s not mixing-length theory.
Bordwell, Brown & Oishi 2018, “Convective Dynamics and Disequilibrium Chemistry in the Atmospheres of Giant Planets and Brown Dwarfs”, ApJ

•

Rotating convection experiments have a simple control parameter;
it’s not what we expected it to be.
Anders, Manduca, Brown, Oishi & Vasil 2019, “Predicting the Rossby number in convective experiments”, ApJ

•

By understanding your system well, you can accelerate slow processes
(like thermal evolution). Doing so matters, in surprising ways.
Anders, Brown & Oishi 2018, “Accelerated evolution of convective simulations”, PRF
Anders, Vasil, Brown & Korre 2020, “Convective dynamics with mixed temperature boundary conditions:
why thermal relaxation matters and how to accelerate it ”, PRF

Plumes from the solar photosphere might make it all the way to the base of the solar
convection zone. Solar entropy rain can’t be ruled out (we tried).
fi

fi

Anders, Brown & Lecoanet 2019, “Entropy Rain: dilution and compression of thermals in strati ed domains”, ApJ
fi

•

1. Hunting for Giant Cells
at the Solar Poles
Benjamin Brown (University of Colorado),
with Nicholas Featherstone (SwRI),
Bradley Hindman (U Colorado),
and Derek Lamb (SwRI)

What’s missing?

Slow rotation

Rotation leads to fundamental
changes in convective structures.
They become columnar, and swirl,
rather than spreading (diverging).

Fast rotation

fi

(Anders et al 2019 ApJ: strati ed,
local models of rotating convection)

Importance of rotation
Best current estimates of
solar interior dynamics
(MLT w/ correct rotation)

Base of CZ

Rossby is similar to
“normal” versions of MLT
near surface and small below the NSSL

But length scales are
much smaller. Closer to
30 Mm than 100’s of Mm

he estimated dynamical
Rossby
number
as a function
depth. Bottom: The estimated convective
(Vasil,
Julien
& Featherstone
2021 of
PNAS)

The poles are special
I: ow structures change at the poles
The surface noise is diverging ow (supergranules).

ysical Journal Letters, 830:L15 (6pp), 2016 October 10

Non-rotating
cartoon

Featherstone & Hindman

Rotating Sun
(Featherstone & Hindman 2016)

Reality is
Giant cells are large spreading
Figure 3. Schematic of expected convective structures and their horizontal velocity spectra arising in ((a), (b)) non-rotating con
something
convection. In each instance, near-surface
motions
andare
their spectral
contribution
are depicted in red, deep-seated
motions are indic
Giant
cells
swirling
columns,
cells with a divergence signature
power is shown in black. In the absence of rotation, convective power spans a range of spatial scales, peaking
at the
giant-cell scal
like
this
When rotation is present, high-Ro with
convection
manifests
in the near-surface
line; panel (c)), and deep convection assum
high
vorticity
at region
the(dashed
poles.
that is the same everywhere.
fl

fl

(blue cylinders; panel (c)). Spectral power peaks at higher wavenumbers in the rotating system than in the non-rotating system.

Hunting for Giant Cells
at the Solar Poles

Benjamin Brown (University of Colorado),
with Nicholas Featherstone (SwRI),
Bradley Hindman (U Colorado),
and Derek Lamb (SwRI)

1. Giant cells of convection have not been
conclusively observed; where are they?
2. Rotating convection is surprising:
a) Narrow columns aligned with rotation
axis, rather than big overturning cells.

Tangent
cylinder
at surface

b) Different dynamics within the tangent
cylinder than equator.
3. Equatorial vantage points at 1AU have
trouble: objects at the equator sweep out
of view every 8 days, and you never see
the whole equatorial region at once.
-40
m/s

+20
m/s

s


w
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(based on Miesch et al. 2008)

radial velocity structure
Down ows: fast, narro
Up ows: slow, broad

The poles are special:
structures stay in your FOV
At high latitude vantage points, the whol
polar region remains in view for severa
solar rotation periods.
You can see cells as they circulat
for their whole lifetimes

Tangent cylinder
at surface

(here 45N view)

To nd GC: keep the whole polar
region in view for several months.

•
•
•

How high in latitude
45N is tangent cylinder
at photosphere
In my mind, that’s
a min requirement
Higher is much better.
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(based on Miesch et al 2008)

2. What happens if we have no tachocline?
Dynamos in fully-convective M-dwarf stars
What are M-dwarf stars?
(Astronomer perspective)
Compared to our Sun, M-dwarf stars are:
• low mass (~0.3 solar masses)
• small (~0.1 solar radii)
• relatively cool (surface ~3500K, vs 5800K for Sun)
• often very magnetically active
• often fully convective

“Powerful are detected on M-dwarf star”
https://phys.org/news/2018-04-powerful- are-m-dwarf-star.html

fl

the most numerous stars in the universe
the host stars of most of the planets, and possibly most of
the habitable planets in our universe
fl

•
•

Credit: NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center/S. Wiessinger

What makes an M-dwarf?
(Fluids perspective)

Low-Mach, fully convective objects with non-constant coefficients.
Density stratification — Lane-Emden solution
variable gravity — Lane-Emden solution
spatially inhomogeneous heating (mix of nuclear generation and radiative transport,
leads to peak at core and distributed heating elsewhere; MESA)

Global dynamos in fully
convective M-dwarf stars
• Performed

using the Dedalus framework:
these are the
rst global-spherical
simulations of fully-convective M-dwarfs.

• Anelastic, MHD, spectrally accurate.
• Flows

at the center cross r=0 and rising
plumes there are very di erent in character
from the falling plumes at the outer boundary.

• Ro ~ 0.3, Re ~ 120-240
• Convection dominates the heat transport

in the interior of the star, and builds a selfconsistent, solar-like di erential rotation
(fast at the equator, slow at the poles)

convection

ff

ff

fi

Brown, Oishi, Vasil, Lecoanet & Burns 2020, “Single-hemisphere dynamos in M-dwarf stars”, ApJL
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Figure 3. Properties of ﬂows and heat transport in the fully convective simulation. Left: a cut across the equator of the ﬂuctuating entropy with the m=0 average
subtracted. Middle: luminosity proﬁles throughout the simulation. The radial proﬁles are averaged horizontally and in time. Right: these ﬂows drive a strong solar-like
differential rotation: fast near the equator and slow near the rotation axis. These ﬂows are shown at time t=6025 Ω−1, corresponding to the bottom row of Figure 2;
the differential rotation is time-averaged over about 10 rotation periods, centered on this time.

M-type star
0.3 M

Ames Research Center on Pleiades with allocation GIDs s1647
and s2114.
Software: Dedalus (commit 7efb884, Burns et al. 2020,
http://dedalus-project.org),
Dedalus-Sphere
(commit
c663ff4, Vasil et al. 2019; Lecoanet et al. 2019, https://
github.com/DedalusProject/dedalus_sphere), MESA (release
11701, Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015, 2018, http://mesa.
sourceforge.net/).

Stanley et al. 2008) boundary conditions at the core cutout act
as a magnetic tether, substantially altering differential rotation.
A large magnetic structure pinned to an immovable central
object will react back on a conducting ﬂow very differently
than a topologically decoupled magnetic wreath.
Here, we ﬁnd that hemispheric-dynamo states are robust and
possibly ubiquitous in fully convective simulations, and this
prompts us to consider their impacts if they exist in real stars.
Strong global-scale mean ﬁelds conﬁned to a single hemisphere
will couple dramatically differently to the outﬂowing stellar
wind than a traditional dipole. The higher-order moments of
ﬁeld fall of much faster with distance and this likely produces
weaker angular momentum transport and less efﬁcient spindown in hemispheric-dynamo stars. The presence of mean-ﬁeld
in a single hemisphere could dramatically affect attempts to
observe this ﬁeld and lead to signiﬁcant viewing angle effects;
this could explain substantial differences in observed topologies for otherwise similar stars (e.g., Morin et al. 2010).
Lastly, we expect that the habitability around a hemisphericdynamo star might signiﬁcantly differ from one with a dipolar
ﬁeld. Hemispheric-dynamo stars would be less likely to turn
nearby exoplanets into lava worlds via inductive heating (e.g.,
Kislyakova et al. 2017, 2018), as the stellar ﬁeld at the location
of the planetary orbit will be much weaker. But the bad news is
that there might be much higher levels of magnetic activity,
ﬂares, and coronal mass ejections; the mean-ﬁeld topologies are
more complicated than simple dipoles. Alternatively, though,
space weather might show a strong directional preference. A
planet with a low-inclination orbit might escape the worst. But
even then we anticipate the preferred hemisphere to switch
often enough to cause trouble for everyone. Altogether, fully
convective stars have a rich landscape of dynamo states, and
exploring this landscape shines new light on our understanding
of the dynamos operating in solar-type stars. It seems many
questions remain wide open.
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Reproducing existing numerical work is very hard.
This is crippling for science. Standards in Astro are lax.
Open source tools help ease this barrier to entry. But they’re not enough.
It’s important that the full toolchain be published in some fashion.
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With modern practices, open source community tools can be built and maintained on the cheap.
Dedalus has cost ~$2M, vs. ~$100M+ for FLASH. There are downsides (no phone line).
Perspectives on Reproducibility and Sustainability of Open-Source Scientific Software from Seven Years of the
Dedalus Project
A white paper submitted to the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine’s Best Practices for a Future Open Code
Policy for NASA Space Science
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